FLY WIRE ZIPLINES
awarded best major theme park ride
WHAT’S YOUR HIDDEN SUPER POWER?

Feel the rush of freedom and justice while you soar to new heights.
The award winning Fly Wire™ Zipline, winner of “Best Major Theme Park Ride” and “Best Technology Applied” at IAAPA, provides thrill seekers the ultimate rush of zip-lining across the sky up to 300 feet on a mobile zipline - the length of an entire football field. Thrill seekers can zipline even longer on our stationary models. Offering the fastest cycle times on the market to serve up to 90 riders an hour, there is no other zipline product in the world that can compete with the Fly Wire’s™ ease of set-up and completely controlled method of keeping zip-liners soaring with confidence. The Fly Wire™ is your amusement zipline solution! With superior engineering and the patent pending Decelinator™ safety system why would you zip line anywhere else? Every mobile and stationary exceeds ASTM, OSHA, CE and other industry standards. Extreme Engineering offers a fast, fun and safe zipline ride every time!

We provide the engineering geek, marketing sleek and business sales success all in one! Our products are designed by a team of the most talented aeronautical and mechanical engineers, business professionals, and marketing gurus in the world. Extreme Engineering only uses the best materials available in the production process of every Fly Wire™ Zipline.

As Shown: Mobile Fly Wire™ Zipline - Gotham City™ Theme Winner Of Best Major Theme Park Ride

8-Time Award Winner At IAAPA

WE ARE YOUR ADVENTURE ENTHUSIASTS
Channel your inner superhero and zip into profit with the new “Fly Wire™” zipline by Extreme Engineering. Thrill seekers of all ages will be lining up to experience the ultimate rush of ziplining across the length of a football field (up to 300 feet*). Zipline at serious speeds on the awarded “Best Major Theme Park Ride.” Soar at 21 MPH with two people at the same time! The Fly Wire™ is the zipline solution for the amusement industry that is looking for quick cycle times, safety and low staffing. No other zipline in the world can compete with the Fly Wire’s™ quick cycle times. Zip up to 90 people an hour! The mobile Fly Wire™ is easy to setup. Extreme Engineering’s zip line has a completely controlled method of keeping zip-liners safely off the ground. Both mobile and stationary models are available.

*300 foot option is not included on mobile standard units. Longer distances are available on all stationary models.
There is safe, and then there is Extreme Engineering safe. The Fly Wire™ is the only zipline of its kind using the safest decelerator on the market, the Decelinator™, a proprietary device that fully lowers zip-liners and everyday superheroes safely to the ground. The hydraulically activated Decelinator™ raises up in the air, keeping zip liners safely off the landing area. Once the zip line trolley descends into a “Power Pack”, a variable rate shock, the zip-liners are safely slowed down at the end of each ride. When the zip liners are stopped, they are hydraulically lowered safely to the landing area. The Decelinator™ also controls the zipline tower’s exit doors, preventing them from opening until the zipline is ready for operation. No other zipline in the world offers these safety features. This is one advanced, amusement zipline ride!

* Stationary Decelinator™ slightly differs from image below.
MOBILE FLY WIRE ZIPLINE

Weight Limit: 45-250 lbs (20-114 KG)
Operating Height: 30’ (9.15 Meters)
Operating Width: 10’ (3.05 Meters)
Operating Length: *Up to 300’ (91.50 Meters)
Dry Weight: 10,000 lbs (4,545 KG)
Brake: Tandem Axle, Electric Decelinator™
Counter Weight: 3,500 lbs (1,591 KG)

* 300 feet is optional

This is the amusement zipline solution. With adjustable zip length from 100 to 300 feet on our mobile configuration, set-up time in just minutes and the fastest cycle times on the market why would you zipline anywhere else?

Yes, you can zipline an entire football field length with our mobile Fly Wire™, the longest mobile zipline on the market!

STATIONARY FLY WIRE ZIPLINE

Weight Limit: 45-250 lbs (20-114 KG)
Operating Height: 32’ (9.75 Meters)
Operating Width: 10’ (3.05 Meters)
Operating Length: Call for length
Decelator: Fixed Decelinator™ or Decelinator™ XL
Counter Weight: Anchored to floor

Custom Length Available Upon Request
Extreme Engineering
3125 Penryn Road
Penryn, CA 95658
916-663-1560

FUN IS OUR BUSINESS

8-Time Award Winner At IAAPA
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